SECURE | Cloud WAAP

Protect your critical web applications
Enterprise Web Application and API Security


Continent 8’s Cloud WAAP delivers web application security to
online businesses, globally.


Protect your API’s and web applications against all known and zeroday exploits without deploying and managing infrastructure – let
Continent 8 secure your applications while you focus on delivering
business value with your web applications. 


Our Cloud WAAP solution requires minimal configuration and ongoing management, pre-defined or custom templates can be
used to protect web applications in seconds, and AI based ML not
only detects anomalies and malicious bots, but also self-tunes
configuration to ensure protection for custom applications. It uses
multiple protection techniques to quickly and accurately mitigate
threats while allowing normal traffic to proceed. 







A full-featured AI-based ML WAAP
that’s easy to deploy and manage
With Continent 8’s Cloud WAAP, enjoy the protection of a fullfeatured Web Application Firewall (WAF) as you rapidly roll out your
applications without managing and maintaining your own
infrastructure.


Your attack surface changes every time you deploy a new Internetfacing application, and you are deploying those Internet-facing
applications faster than ever. You need a solution that can protect
any web-based application you deploy, including short-lived
applications that may only run for a short time and long-lived
applications that can evolve rapidly as you adopt a DevOps
approach to delivering applications and services at high velocity.



Highlights
AI-based ML self-tuning and bot and
anomoly detection
Protection against OWASP and API
Top 10, including cross-site scripting
and SQL injectio
Rapid templated deploymen
Integrated with Continent 8 DDoS
and Transit service
Advanced analytics and reportin
Complete security provided by
advanced multi-layered and
correlated approac
Fine tuning for exception
Powered by Fortinet

In 2020, there were 246,064,297 web application attacks in the gaming industry, representing
about 4% of the 6.3 billion attacks tracked globally.
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Web Application Threat Protection
Continent 8 Cloud WAAP is powered by Fortinet, and offers the
same comprehensive approach including AI-based ML,
Heuristics, IP reputation, protocol validation, application attack
signatures, and more to defend your application against a wide
range of threats, including the OWASP Top 10 and zero-day
exploits.

Simplified Deployment
With predefined policies, Continent 8 Cloud WAAP delivers the
security you need within minutes, removing the usual
complexity required when setting up a WAF. More advanced
users can easily enable additional security modules if needed,
free of charge. Deploy in minutes and you’re protected from
threats such as cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery,
denial-of-service, brute-force attacks, and SQL injection.

Availability
Comprehensive Web Application Security
Using an advanced multi-layered and correlated approach,
Continent 8’s Cloud WAAP provides complete security for your
external and internal web-based applications from the OWASP
Top 10 and many other threats.

Continent 8’s Cloud WAAP has
been deployed across our awardwinning, global network. This
means we can protect your
websites and applications, no
matter where you are in the world!


And, of course, it’s completely
compatible with all of our existing
solutions including our
carriergrade, 24x7, DDoS
monitoring and mitigation
services.
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